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SURGERY IN THE TREATMENT OF PSYCHOSIS
Surgery is the most recent addition to
the effective therapy available to the psychiatrist. It
has been preceeded by many years of observation and
experimentation.

Perhaps the best known of the early

cases which pointed the way to the develop- ment of
pre-frontal lobotomy is Harlow's (1850)

case of recovery from the passage of an iron bar
through the head.1 An iron bar, 3 ft. ? in. in length
and l¼ in. in diameter was forced by an explosion
through the head of a 25 year old man.

It entered

obliquely beneath the zygomatic arch, partially
excavated the whole orbital portion of the sphenoid
bone, the anterior part of the squamous portion of the
temporal bone and the internal surface of the zygoma
and malare bones laterally.

The optic foramen was

left intnct being about a quarter of an inch to the
inside of the tract of the bar.

The remarkable thing

about this case 1s that the patient recovered.

He was reported as not being abl� to estimate size
of money accurately, but he had a good memory.

This

indicates some mental change.
Mendenhall� in 1869, reported a case of
frontal lobe injury in a 19 year old laborer.
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The

patient b e f ore the acc _ident

WGS

described as being

of "spare habit , nervobilious temperment , quiet ,
unassuming and somewhat stupid , universally regarded
as honest • ''

fter the accident ·1e became , "noisy ,

selfsufficient , sharp and seemincly devoid of moral
sense or decency . "
Lindsay , 3 in 1904 , reported a case of
perforating wound of both cerebral hemispheres in
an attempted suicide .
brain entering

l½

The bullet went thru the fore -

in . above and anterior to the audi -

tory meatus on the right and leaving approximately
1 in . higher on the left side .

There was no se'1_ us l a e

and the young man afterward took up telegraphy .
Jones , 4 in 1907 , reported mental changes
following injury of the frontal region in a 26 year
old dock yard foreman .

li e was led away by his

feelings , lost his temper easily , and showed no
affecti o n for his family .

He became careless of

his apperanace , wandered about aimlessly ,

talked

freely, showed indecent behavior and was not consi dered responsible for his reactions .
In 1935 , Penfield and Evans5 reported three
cases of frontal lobe tu.rnors which were treated by
removal of one lobe in each case .
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Following frontal

lobe removeal there vrn s no change in intelligence
and psychiatric tests could reveal no personality
c hange though the patient seemed more good natured
than previously and there wa s some lack of initia tive and capacity for planned action .

Insight and

capacity for introspection was preserved .
Spurling , 6 in 1934 , reported a case of
olfactory groove meningeoma .

The entire right pre -

frontal area ~a s amputated to 2 cm . anterior to the
pre-central convolution , crossing the anterior arm
of the lateral ventricle .

1.:eaially, the left pre -

frontal area had been compressed and partially des troyed .

The cortex was not involved .

The patient

became playful , stubborn and unreasonable .

She was

easily distracted and did not work unless she had t o.
There was a ma rked subjective feeling of well being .
There :1a s no change in social or ethicel behavior .
L1emory, reasoning power and jude;ement were not altered .
Brickner 10 , 1939 , throughly investieated a
case of unil a teral frontal lobectomy .

The patient

was a 40 year old ma le with a right frontal astrocytoma .

There was a history of t vrn years of convulsive

seizures of increasing frequency and intensity .

The

patient was conscious of an inability to synthisize
recognized thoughts .

The Stanford Binet preoperative
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The frontal lobes add to the intricacy of
the intellect by receiving material from all the rest
of the cortex and by making complex associated aggre
gations of it.

They do not serve as centers of intel

lect in general or for any particular intellectual
function.
In the patient discribed there was no altera
tion in the fundamental natl.ll:'e of any mental process but
only impairment of its complexeties.
quantitative and not qualitative.

The changesa�c a

There is only one

function primarily affected, that is the elaborate
association or synthesis of simpler·engrannnic pro-ducts
from the more posterior parts of the brain • There is no
emotional disturbance in a pr1mary sense. In 1939,
Brickner8 published a later report of his patient's
progress.

There was motor restlessness.

W hen the

patient was being interviewed he
paced the floor or did a swing dance. _Stanford Binet
tests showed a mental age of 15 years; his I.Q. was
.94.

On the Pentner-Paterson scale his mental age

was

9 years •. His behavior showed lack of complete

syntheis of intellectual engrammic products.

There

was lack of restraint. He told long stories concerned
with his own prowers.

His mood was cheerful except

for occasional angry tant�urns.
-7-

The intellectual out-

decrease in t h e final steps of synthesis or coordi nation of all the mnterial accumul at ed in the posterior
:9art of the brain .

Therefor the f1'ontal lobes must

re ceive impulses from practically·every oth er part
of the cortex .

Each activity and process entered

into by other regions of the cortex must be represent ed in the frontal cortex .

This elaborate associa-

tion and synthesis in the frontal lob e results in
the production of A-m ore. complex thought process or
reasoni ng .

The frontal cortex does not necessarily

receive raw ma terial b ut rather less comp lex engrams .
This explains the preserva t ion of many engrams with
ability to for m new ones .

Combined with the inability

to aggravate them int o more elaborate multiples .
This theory o f frontal lobe function is
diagramed in t h e figures ta1{en from Brichner .

F ig.

I represents the e ngrams for wo r<t. seeing , word hearing
and word speaking n hich are summed up in one hemis phere ,
though t h e elementary materials are represented in
both .

The more gene ral intellectual processes evi-

dently mai ntain t he ir bilaterality of representation
at all -levels , includ ing the association a~eas represent ed in fi e; ur·e II.

Th is gro up would include the

a ss ociation a rea re presented in Fig . I and II . and
the associations made in the frontal l obes synthesized
from more elementary enerams initi at ed posteriorly .
- 6-

pairment of restraint as indicated by boasting which
might or might not be accompanied with reminiscing
and hostility.

He also showed an impairment of social

and moral sense, a loss of love of family, inatten
tiveness, distractibility, impairment of recent re
tention, lack of initiative and apathy.

He exercised

very little restraint in overcompensatory drfves.
There was apuer1le quality in the expression of
practically every drive often l�ading to childlike
sayings and practicle jokes which immensely amused him.
His reactionsto the world were child-like and showed no
social adaptation.
The upper limit of his synthesizing ability
was fixed and constant.

He c?u1a· not go be yond a

more or less limited degree of complexity.

This is

explained by a diminution in the associative function
of synthesizing simple mental engrams into more com
plex ones, changes which are fun�amentally quanti
tative and not qualitative.
There was no defect 1n fundamental coordi
nation of the two elements of coordinative information,
the ear and the eye.

The posterior associative zones

were able to maintain a fairly high order of intellec
tual activity.

The impairment seemed to include a
-5-

score was 20 years , 8 months and the intelligence
quotient was 1 . 38 .

The highest score that could be

obtained was 22 years old and an intelligence quotient of 1 . 52 .

The post operative score was 21 years

4 months and an intelligence quotient of 1 . 42 . The
pre and postoperative Corne ll- Coxe score was indentical,
16 years and 8 months .

The only post operative change

in personality was a tempornraly increased sex drive ,
otherwise the patient was completely normal .
Brickner 7 1934 , has done very complete
studies on a patient who under·.vent bilateral frontal
lobectomy, the only patient of this type with long
survival .

The pat ient was a New Yo rk· stock broker ,

born in 1889 who had both frontal lobes removed in
1 930 because of tLL~o r .

The lobectomy i ncluded al-

most all the frontal lobes c~ phalad to t h e motor
areas and to Broca's area on the left .

The sympto'ms

developing followinr; the operation are of extreme
imoortance in determining the functions of the fron tal lobes .
The I.Q. of the patient previous to surgery .
wa s not determined but considering his employment and
scholastic record it can be assumed to be quite high .
Following surgery there was marked euphoria and im- 4-

put was compos· d chiefly of an old variety of rela tively simple products .

Judrement in simple things

was satisfactory but was lost in evaluating matters
requiring putting several things together .
of humor was on a simple level .

His sense

He expressed an ar -

dent desire to go back to work , but even so led a
steriotyped life -- showing lack of initiative .

There

was a changelessness of mental content , m:anner o f
thinldng and conduct .

His manifestations of hostility

were not so prominent .
From the study of this case of bilateral
frontal lobectomy and the study of cases of unilateral
frontal lobectomy Brickner arrived at the following
theory as to the role of the frontal lobes in intel lectual function . 9

Combined engrams are formed in

occipital , parietal and temporal lobes .

The frontal

lobes receive the engrams and synthes i ze them into
still more complex types of thinking which result in
the formation of such facilities as those of judgement ,
abstra~t thinking , restraint over emotional impulses
and sense of humor .

If the frontal lobes are removed

there are defects in complex, synthetic function and
manifestations referable to the separate activation
of simple engrarnmic units which formerly were syn-

- 8-

and clownishness, loss of insight and lack of concern
about personal health.

There would be no impa�ment

of memory, power of simple perception, or the rece
ptive and expresive phases of speech function.
Goldstein13 , in 19 36, bases his conclusions
as to the functions of the frontal lobes on the study
of patients with lesions of the frontal lobes.

He

concluded that in the loss of the frontal lobes there
is an incompacity for abstract behavior.

He states

that ther·e are two types of human attitudes toward
the world.

A. Concrete---which is directed toward

given objects; thinking and acting is influenced
directly by these objects.

B.

Abstract---in which

the individual 1s first moved to think about objects
and give a n account of them to himself and then act
as directed by the thinking.

In patients with loss

of frontal lobe function abstract behavior is lacking
but concrete behavior is well preserved.

Such indivi

duals laugh at small matters or details we over look
in seeing the situation as a whole.

He differs from

Brickner in his conception that the basic change is
not only a lack of synthesis but 1s also a lack of
a definite form of general behavior of which the
patients inability to synthisize is only the conse-11-

house cleaning, completely neglecting it, but when

.

she did clean it she was extremely t~orough.

She

learned to read and speak English better following
the operation than she had before.
During the first four mon ths postoperative
she was over active , playful and facetious.
was no flight of ideas.

There

During the rest of the year

there was a mild state of youthfulness and wellb eing
with noj worry .

During the second year she felt her

age and her e xhilaration faded.
Karnosh , 12 1935, from a study of patients
suffering from frontal lobe disease concluded that
the frontal lobes produce impulses resulting from
the co~bination of images, conceps, ideas and memories .
They also act as an inhibitior of instinctual and
emotional life of the individual.

Their removal

should result in an absence of ability to make complex associations, a tendency toward cruder and
purer emotional toning such as clear ecstasies and
simple depressions and rapid swing from one to the
other with a greater freedom of expression of instinctual and emotiolrJ!al drives .

These all combining to

produce behavior of low ethical and antisocial quali ty.

There would be distractability, lack of prolonged

interest, perseveration , a tendency to facetiousness
-10-

thesized into more complex ones.

There will be an

inability to sel�ct pert/inent details and so all of
them would be given.

This same separate unsynthi

sized activation of engrams might produce distracta
bility, one process continually distracting the patient
f rom another.

If the separate processes are few,

monotonous rep8tition or preseveration of thought
might occur.

Ackerly, 1935,11 reported a two year post

operative study of a 37 year old married women whose
right pref rontal lobe had been amputated to remove
a tmnor.

The lef t prefrontal lobe had been partially

destroyed.
as f ollows.

The postoperative changes are summarized
The Arthur perf ormance test showed slow

ness and deliberation which can be interpreted as an
increased power of concentration or a lack of ability
to become distracted.

She showed an increased capa

city for work and physical exercise without fatique.
There was no evidence of unusual mental fatigability.
There was lack of anxiety about anything not immediate.
She became more self assertive.
sex urge.

She had an increased

She f lared up easily at her husband and

children but not at others.

There was

tendencr to engage in vulgarity.

a

transient

·As a general thing

she was inclined to be indif f erent to the need for
-9-

quence or expressi on .
Hess and Penfield14 , in 1940 , describe a
27 year old ma le patient in which there wa s marked
personality changes following extensive bilateral
removal of the frontal lobes due to post-traumatic
epilepsy .

The patient had been irresponsible , stub -

born , restless and forgetful .
E. E .G .

There was a n abnorma l

Postoperative intellectual and personality

examinations were consistently hi gher showing i mprove ment of personality , inte llectual ca pa city and memory .
Lebensohn , 15 in 1941 , described a case in
which a self inflected bullet wound of t h e frontal
lobes resulted in a recovery fro m depression .
patient was a 49 year old fe male alcoholic .

The
The

bullet remained lodge d in t he left supra orbital
re gi on .

The patient had made several previous unsuc -

ces s ful suicidal attempts .

The alcohalism per sisted

but the depression cleared up directly a nd after three
years was still ab sent .

There were personality

changes of which childishness , facetiousness and extra versio n we re most prominent .

There was no indication

of change in intellectual status .
Egas Moniz of Lisbonl6 , in 1936 , first attemp ted
to utili ze these personality chang es resulting from
-12-

severing of frontal lobes in the treatment of psy
chiatric disorders.

He reasoned that a procedure

interrupting the main frontal pathways would break

up abnormal patterns of cerebral cortical activity.

He thought the symptoms mig ht be due to the forma
tion of certain synapses in the cortical association
centers that tended to perpetuate themselves.

He

first injected absolute alcohol into the subcortical
prefrontal white matter.

This method resulted in

some personality changes and improvement in his patients
and encourag ed Moniz to continue this type of treat
ment.

However he adopted a surgical technique to

replace the alcohol injections.
Basal anaesthesia with tribromethyl alcohal with local
anesthesia or g as was used.

The head was shaved

anterior to a vertical plane through the auditory
meatis.

Burr holes were made in each side 3 cm.

anterior to the external auditory meatus.

Scalp

incision 3 cm. long were made parallel to the mid
line.

The leucotome was inserted .in the anterior

medial direction to 4 cm. below the surface of the
cortex.

It was then rotated through one complete

circle cutting a sphere of white matter about 10 mm.
in diameter.

The stylett was withdrawn a few milli

meters and a second ano a third cone were cut at 3 cm.
-13-

and 2 cm depths.

The leucotome was then removed from

the bra in and reintroduced in the anterola tera l posi
tion into the same prefrontal lobe where a reas were
cut at depths of 4.5 cm., 3.5 cm., and 2.5 cm.

The

same procedure was repeated on the opposite side.
In this manner six spheres of white matter about 1cm.
in diameter were removed from each frontal lobe anterior
to the ventricles.

In his first 20 cases he had no

fatalities and none of his patients were made worse.
He

found best results in a gitated depr.essions.

He

was able to obta in recoveries in 5 out of 6 and the
others improved.

The worst results were in dementia

preacox, _2 were some wha t benefited a nd 5 were
unchanged.
During the sa me yea r, 1936, Wa lter Freeman17
reported the first prefrontal lobotomy done in this
country.

He used Moniz's technique.

The patient

was a 63 year o�d white female in an agitated depres7

sion of over a years duration.

The princible symptoms

were nervousness, insomnia , depression, anxiety and
feelings of insecurity.

She wa s overly anjjous in the

care .of her children and anxious over her own health.
Following the opera tion she was alert, lost her anxiety,
felt gay, but had no hypermotor activity.
-14-

In one month she was no longer inclined to worry and
she could think without bein g destracte�.
in low n atural tones.

She talked

Her husband felt s he was more

normal than she had ever been.
·

Freeman and Watts,'is ' 19 ' 20 ' 21 soon published

a study of their first twenty patients.

In every case

worry, anxiety and apprehension was decreased.

One

patient, a catatonic schizophrenic of three months

duration improved rapidly.

Hallucinations and delusions

were more or less eliminated.

Obsessions and compulsive

behavior improved but in some cases there
was relapses.

There was one post operative death

due to cerebral hemorrha ge and a brachial monoplegia.
After a follow up of at lea st six months for every
case seven patients were substantially well, five
improved a nd six unimproved.

Three of the patients

resumed
their jobs.

The main psychologic changes noted we�e

a n impairment of constructive immag1native, thinking

and synt hesising ability and a decrease in abstract
t hinking.

There was little or no change in fundamen-tal

intellectual processes.
The patients choosen for surgery were those
who were faced with suicide or self inflected disabili ty, and who's work did not require much 1ma.g1nat-1on.
-15-

The criteria for sur8ery was poor prognoses due to
long duration of symptoms , no improvement from pre vious treatment by every recognized method, and a t ype
of psychosis pointing to an unfavorable outcome.
ffective disorders were found to result in more
recoveries than schizophrenias .

No.
Ag itated Depressive
Involutional depressive
Schizophrenia
Ps ycha s the nia
Psychoneuronic
Manic depr-essi ve

G.I.

M.I.

6

2

2

4
5
2

-

3
2
1

1
1
20

-

1
1
10

2

Not I.Dead
1
1
2
1

5

1
1

2

No.--nurnb er of patients , G. I .-- Greatly
Improved , M. I .--Moderately improved , Not I.--Not
improved .

The sur gery was done with avertin or paraldehyde as b s sal anaesthesia followed by local infil tration .

Burr boles were placed 3 cm . from the mid -

line and 3 cm . in front of a pe rpendicul ar line thru
the anterior edge of the e ar .

A leucotome was used ,

removing cores 4 . 5 , 3 . 5 , and 2 .5 cm. in depth thru
the l ate ral aspect of the prefro ntal area and then
removing cores at a depth of 4 , 3 and 2 cm . in the
mesial cortex .

This was repeated on the o ther side .

The procedure interrupted 15-- 25% of the axis cyl inders
in each lobe .

Following sur gery there was a slight
-16-

rise of temperature on the first postoperative day
and in six cases there were vesical distrubances.
The patients were out of bed on the third day.

In the mean time, Moniz,22193 6, published

a report of his first fifty patients.
deaths and none were made worse.

There were no

His results carried

out his earlier observations of most favorable results
in agitated depressions and the poorest in dementia
praecox.
Lawrence,23 in 19 38, reported a case of
agitated depression of three years duration in a 66
year old woman.

She had suffered a previous illness

during her menopause.

Following lobotomy there was

a disappearance of agitation a nd delusions.

She became

care free, mildly euphoric and socially active.

Lyerly,24,2 5, in 19 38, reported his method and

results in his first twenty one cases of prefrontal
lobotomy.

His technique was designed to permit direct

inspection of subcortical tissue in the prefrontal
lobes and to advoid cutting important vessels.
A transverse incision
a point

3

3

cm. in length was made over

cm. lateral to the midline and

3

cm. in front

of a perpendicular line above the tragus of
each ear.

A triphine button of bone was removed

-17-

from each side·.

The opening was located over the

middle of the second frontal convolution, half way
between the tip of the frontal lobe and Rolandi's
area.

Bleeding vessels were electro-coagulated.

An incision was made thru the cortex into the white
matter.

A brain speculum was inserted and the blades

separated to reveal the brain substance.

A trans

verse incision was made thru the white fibers just
anterior to the anterior horn of the lateral ven
tricle.
This procedure severs the deep association
pathwavs.

Lyerly states that the fear, apprehension,

cold sweats of the extremities, and spasm of the
gastro-intestinal tract is likely due to a disturbance
in the activity in the prefrontal areas through con
nections with the hypothalmus of the diencephalon.
Therefore the symptoms and emotional reactions are
destroyed with sectioning these fibers.
The 21 cases varied from 6 weeks to 9 months
postoperative follow up and consisted of 14 involu
tional melancholias, 3 psychoneurosis with reactive
depression and anxiety, 3 depressed manic depressives,
and 1 depression with headache in a schizophrenic
personality .

Twelve of the involutional melancholias
· -18-

were apparantely well and two greatly improved. At
first a slight impairment of memory with disorien
tation and mental confusion was noted.
only a few days.

It lasted

There was no loss of judgement or

concentration.

Freeman and Watts26, 2 7, 28, 33, reported a

change in technique and the results in their total of
fifty one patients.

Only the .last 31 patients were

operated by the new method.

Thenew approach was

designed to prevent danger of trauma to the motor
cortex of the face and to Broca' s speech cent.er on
the left side.
the vertex.

The forehead was s haved nearly to

The location of the burr holes was de

termined by placing a spot in the scalp on each side
3 cm. behind the anterior margin of the orbit, another
5 cm. above the zygoma, and another point is marked
on the mid-line 1 3 cm. from the bregma.

T he three

points were connected by a line which showed the
approximent position of the coronal suture.

The scalp was anaesthetised and draped.
Vertical incisions about 4 cm. long were placed in
the intersection of the two lines in the temporal
region.

Burr holes were made over the coronal suture

on both sides
fossa.

2.5

cm above the floor of the anterior

A hollow needle was inserted pointing toward
-19-

the hole in the othe r side.

If the ventricle was

e ncounte re d the instrument was directed more anterio
The

rly until it was within 1 cm. of the mid line.
nee dle was the n withdrawn and a small periosteal
elevator was introduce d along the same tract.

The

white matte r was cut by swinging the instrument both

It

up and down in the plane of the coronal suture.
must not slip over the sphenoidal ridge into the

middle fossa since lace ration of small arterie s and
ve 1ns·may le ad to hemorrhage.

This p�ocedure was

followe d on both sides.
The re was no change -in the

conversation

of the patients during the first two incisions.

On

the third there was usually a re duction in attention
and occasionally some nausea.

Following the four

incisions the re was 1mmediate·loss of all restlessness,
anxiety, ne rvous tension and apprehe nsion.

The

patients sank into a quiet unresponsive state , the
pulse and blood pressure drope d, the face became
flushe d, there was copious sweating and the hands
and feet became warm.

For two or three days the

patie nts would be sluggish and the re would be vesical
re tention and incontine nce, restle ssness and/or
disorie ntion and frequent picking at the covers or
bandages.
monotone.

Questions would be answe red in a flat
-20-

Patients might read but would not know what they had
read .

If a patient remains qui e t , disoriented , som-

molent and incontinet for two or three days and then
regains awa reness slowly and with a r athe r dull expressionless face and a plate a u type of speech the
results of the operatio n will probabl y be f a vorable .
If a patient is comple tel y oriented , vivaceous , e uphoric and talkative the day follo\'1ing the operation
it is probable that symptome s will reappear in a few
days or wee l{ s .

If the first condition described con-

tinues for two we eks the r .e sul ts will probably be an
emotinally flattened , euphoric , lazy , goo d - for - nothing
drone who is relieved of f ears and doubts a nd lives
on in cheerful indiffe r ence .

Younger sc h izophrenics

or psychoasthenias require a more extensive operation
than olde r patients with agitated depressions .
Neurological signs are usually absent , with the exception of tlull facies , plateau speech , and i nc ontinenc e .
There ma y be some motor restlessness such as picking
a t covers and akinesis during the first few days .
Conversation may be an ind isti nguishable mur mur .
~ater in the second we ek there may be a certain pueri lity and unr e strained pl ayf ulness in ma nner and speech .
The patient ·.vill soon read the pap ers but a t first
will have trouble re mer!'lbe ri ng what ha s been read .

- 21 -

Some patients have complete amnesia for several days .
Final stabilizat .'. . on occurs between six months
and a year .

The pa tient will pa ss his time in cheer -

ful contemplation and inertia .

He will be lazy and

cheerful with freedom fro m nearly all of his distres sin g phenomenon .
Obv ::i.o us indications for operatio n are
worry , nervous tension , obses s ive thinking , appre hension , preoccupatio n , an~i e ty and depression .
'I'here may als o be agitation , crying spells , suic i dal
thoughts , g11il t feeling , hypochondri cal or psychas t henic states with obsessions and comp ulsions and a
tendency toward a s chi zophrenia wi th hallucinations
and delusions , or conversi on hysteria .
Emotiona l control is usually ga ined in t hree
months but the pat i ent ' s personality improves for a
y ear .

Unfortuna te resul t s some ti~e s encountered are

persistent euphoria , aggressiveness , poor jud gment ,
inconte nence and facetiousness .

The patients usual -

ly ga in vJ eight , especially the wome n .
the patients hold the ir own .

In t h e main

A patient operate d upon

while in a catotonic stupor later became a n interior
d e cor a t or , a l awyer obtained wor k in a _government
office , a tool desi s ner pa tened a complic ot ed device ,
- 22 -

•Nhile a colle 6 e student continued her graduate study
i n mathe matics .

Other patient s continued pleasently

with a pe r ma nent loss of vis a tergo .

There is a

re d uction of abnormal self-consciousness and pre occupa tio n wi th disagreeable thoughts or sensations
by t he elernination of the a ffective comp onent of the

hallu cinati ons , delusions and obsessio n s .

There is

greater s a tisfaction with self and surroundi ng s .
By mea n s of ps ych i a tric tests Dr . Thelma
Hunt of Ge orge Washi ng to n University carefully examined
20 c a ses before surgery e nd within t wo weeks p osto p erative .

Fol+owins surgery s h e found less distrac -

t ~bility and more cooperation , although the initiitive
in starting the tes t s was some w'

p+

, e ss; there was

..,,_,..o :ess conc ern o ver i nc orrect perfor mance .
pati ents were slower .

The

The re was no evidence t ha t

the total intelli g ence was d e creas ed and on an average
accuracy wa s i mproved .

In Rorschack tests the res-

ponses were less related toward self with a manifest
tendency tovrnrd extroversion .

In word association

tests the re was a tendency toward fe wer peculi dr res p ons e s less r el ated to the self .

Ther e were fe wer

h e sitencies and the totel time wa s lowered .

Bern-

reuter extraversion--introversion tests indicated a
- 23-

shift toward extroversion with a lowering of neurotic
tendencies .

':i i th few exceptions the underlying ten-

sion state was modified .

There was no fear , no hate

and no obsessive dwelling on the past with feelings
of guilt , nor upon the future with its uncerta i nty
and inde ce sions .
In general the lobotomised patient is
pleasent , does g ood work , is agreeable and a bit
i ndolent .

He is content to sit still , read and carry

on with a hobby .
to go places .

He likes friends but needs urging

He enjoys shows , church etc .

He is

usually good humored thoug h sharp on comments , so~e times caustic and occasionally irritable .
outspoken and more talkative .

He is more

His attention is more

easily attracted and harder to distract .
work so rapidly but very exactly .

He does not

He is as immagina-

tive and constructive as before .
The most satisfactory results are in obses sive compulsion neurosis and involutionals .

The

results in the schizophrenias a :r e still undetermined .
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Symptoms Relieved by Prefrontal Lobot omy

Pre . Pers . Part . rr emp . No
1

Worry
Nervous tensio n
Obse s sive think ing
Apprehension
Preoccupation
Anxiety
Depressio n
Insomnia
In tr over sion
Exha ustio n
Cryi ng
Aget a tio n
Suicidal
Hypochondria
Obsessions
Over me ticulous
Pa nic
Guilt
Indige st io n
Mannerisms
Suspicio n
Irritab ility
Hall uci nation
Fri g i dety or imnotence
Cold hands and feet
Psychalgesia
Fear of contam ination
Disorentation
Cata tonia
Alcohalism
Hysterical paralysis

51.
51
50
49
49
49
48
39
36

35

33
30
31
27
27
23

23
19
19
17
17
12
11
9
8
7
6
4

4
3

1

34
31
33

6
9
7

10
10
9
8
8
9
7

35
36
36
36
23
24
20
30

10
1

22

4

5

31
23
20
19
19
16
8
11
9
4
10

1
3
1

2

4

5

6
6
4

3
1
1

5

4
4
5
11,..
0

-

1
1
3

3
3

3

-5

1
1

1

·1
1

1
5
1

l
2

5
1

1
1

3
3

2
2
2

-

1

-

1

-3

5
2
2

1
3
5

1

l

-

1

Pre .--Present befor sur gery .
Pers .-- Persistent relief fr om symptoms
Pa~ t .-- Partial relief from symp t oms
Temp .-- Transient relief .
No.-- No relief .
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SYMPTOMS PRODUCED BY PREFRONTAL LOBOTOMY
Persistant
Emotional flattine
Procrastination
Di mished sponta neity
axiness
Slowness
Indifference
Poor judgement
Talkativeness
Facetiousness
Euphorea
Sarcasm
Starled reaction
Re stlessness
Aggressiveness
Inattention
Unresponsiveness
Perseveration
Pl ayf ulness
Indecency
Confabulation
Disorientat i on
Somnolence

29
25
24

23
18
15
11
9
8

'7

Transient
12
9

18
15
13
27
4

13
14
17

6

5

'7
'7

21

17

4
2
2

19

2
2
2

11

8
34
4

1

3
8

0
0

27

33

SOMATIC SYMPTOMS PRODUCED BY PREFRONTAL LOBOTOMY
Persistant
. 72

Gain in weight
Increas ed appe tite
Plateau sp_!:lech
Masked facies
Convulsio ns
Visical incontinence
Rectal incontinence
Menopareses
Vomiting
Fainting spells
Babinski's si gn
Aphasia
Re flex gr a sping

15
8
7
3
l

l
1
0
0
0
0
0
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Transient
0
3

18
20
2
20
6
1

19
3
3
2

1

Elfield , 29 in 1940 , published a series of
19 cases, ages rang ing from 30 to 65 years .

~

Of 8

vV

LJI
I
,1 ·, __

depressives all were able to return home nnd 6 adjusted ~
very well .

The other two lost restraint , became

euphoric and one h a d to be returned to the hospital
where he (at the time of writing of report) was recovering .

One agitated depression of 4 years dura-

tion became mania cal.

He died one and a half years

later of cerebral hemorrhage at the age of 64 .

One

chronic-manic did v ery well and is soon to leave the
hospital .

One depression with conversio n symptoms

died eight days postoperative o f toxic degeneration
of the liver .

Of ei ght dementia pr •acox patients the

most marked improvement was made in four of paranoid
type .

Of the four simple or hebephrenic schizophrenics

there was slight or no change .
McGre g or,

30

in 1941 , re ported the use of the

Freeman and Watts technique upon four patients .

The

group included two schizo phrenics; the r e ·was complete
recovery in one and sl ight improvement in the other .
There was complete recovery of the one case of melancholia.

A delusional insanity died eleven days post -

operative from pneumonia .

In the i ntervening period

he had s h own improvement .
Waltmand , Smith and Moersch,31 in 1941 reported
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1
1

three lobotomised pa tients .

Of t h e patients , an

epile p tic 17 y ears of a g e wa s tre a t e d with bilateral
partial lob e ctomy .

He h a d been h a ving fre q ue n t g rand

mall attack s , was sullen , irritable a nd aggressive ,
wi th periods of a pathy between the periods of irritability .

After operatio n h e became cooperative , pl a ced

a n d sweet tempered.

The other two cases were manic -

depressives , in a d e pressed cond ition .

One of these

a 58 year old male became quiet and c a l m.
much of his drive and ener gy .

He lost

His relative s believe

him to be better t h an ever b efore .

The oth er case a

63 y ear old ma le, af ter sur g ery became active in sports ,
but was placid a nd display e9- no war mth of feeling .
The pronounced postoperative c h ang es were loss of
s p onta n~ ity, initiative and ~nterist , a decrease of
thoughtfulness abo ut t h e future with l a ck of need to
worry or a ct .
res p o n s e s .
undisturbed .

There was adequa te simple e motional

Ge neral k nowled g e a nd re mote memory was
There was gain i n weig ht , loss of man-

nerisms , delus i ons, irritability a nd agitation , and
a partial return of sense of humor .

Their criterea

for sur g e r y ar e ag itation , de pressio n , absence of
mental deteriotation, chronic s tates with. no pros pect
for i mproveme n t a nd t h e re quira~e nt of contin~ous and
- 28-

permanent institutinal care .
By 1941 , Freeman and Watts 33 , 34 , 35 had
operated 80 patients .

The · patients were freed from

severe anxie~es , depression , hypochondriasis , crying
spells , suicidal idea.s , worry , obsessive thinking ,
apprehension Dnd ag itation .

If t h e operation was

successful there was .good humored acceptance of the
facts o:f d a ily existance a nd a renewed interest in
e x terna l events .

If the operation 'V as too extensive

there was indolence , inertia , e u phoria , tactlessness ,
irrascibili ty and indecency .
intellectual deficit .

. There was no si g nificant

There wa s apparent blocking

of affective res p onces followed by the disappearance
of morbid -i d eas and the subsidence of comp ulsio n s .
Personality c hanges co n sisted of redirection
of inter e st , loss of brooding intensity and l a ck of
consciousness of self both ~s a me mber of society and
a s a collection of organs .
or is lazy .

There is

R

The pat ient procrastinates

l ack of foresi ght shown in

jesting and light hearted c h ildishness .

There is a

g ood gr a sp of c a use and effect rel a tionship in regard
to i mper sonal or out s ide events .

There is a n indif -

ference to the effect pr oduced on oth er people and a
l ack of self c ons ciousne ss .

- 29 -

Bec a use of t.is t h e

patient needs a period of adjustment before returning
to work.
The operation interrups two fiber pathways;
one fasciculus cinguli which is the direct pathway
between the hypothalamus and the cortex, and the an
terior thalamic radiation extend ing from.the frontal
pole to the nucleus medialisdorsal1s of the thala1T1us.
If the •first one is impaired there is less dullness,
disorientation and sphincter difficulty. The thala
mus is the center for emotional feeling tone.. Effec
tive toning of ideas is mediated thru the anterior
thalamic peduncle of the frontothalamic radiation.
With surgery feeling tone is separated from the
imagination.

The intellectual processes are there

but the emotional component is d isconnected to a
greater or less degree.

The pre-Roland1c area of

the cortex is concerned with the future, and the pro
jection of the ind ivid ual into the future.

To fore

see the future it is necessary to visualize the re
sults of future actions of the individ ual and his
environment in relation to past experiences·.

After

lobotomy there is no fear of the future, the patient
1s satisfied with himself and with the present and
looses his self consiousness.
-30-

Following lobotomy· the!'e is a degene!'at1o-n

of the nucleus medealis dorsalis of the thalamus.
The cortex 1s histologically intact._

Lamination is

as·shown by the pneumoencephalogram.

Psychiatric tests

p!'eserved.

There is some atrophy of the f!'ontal pole

show a widening horizon, lack of preoccupation with
self.

Extrov�rsion is substituted for the p!'evious

introversion.
of reaction.

Lobotomy reduces the emotional _component

The patient has a ·good grasp of cause

and effect relation ships and is able to judge the
effects without undue emotional tone.

Of the 80 patients 20 a!'e !'egularly employed,

22 are keeping house, '7 have part _time employment, 5
are in institutions while the!'e we!'e 3 operative

deaths in the .first 29 patients.

C omplications ar·e

damage to the anterior cereb!'al artery or lesions in

the basal ganglion resulting in hemiplegia.

The

operation will not be successf�l if the surgery is
too extensive or not extensive enough.

Morbid hunger

will result from injury to the anterior cerebral artery
with softenin� of. the cortex on the mesial side of the

left hemisphere.

Freeman and Watts feel that the ·operation
is of use 1n patients who are afflicted with a distres
-31-

sing consciousness of self and whose pre o ccupation

.s

is fixed and unyielding .

For this reason it is expecial o

ly good in involutional melancholias and absessive
states .

It is not as effective in schizophrenia .

Followi ng surgery the patient first talks and acts
li k e dementia praecox victiml but they feel differently .
Th~re is a disappearance of peculior ideas , halluci nat i ons nnd de llusions , and a gradual clearing up of
emotional manifestations .
Lyerly , 361941 , reported 39 patients o perated
upon in the years 1937 to 1940 inc lusive .

The

averag e age · was 49 years ranging from 26 to 78 .

The

results are as follows:

Inv o luti o nal
melancholia

G. I. M. I . S . I . T . I Total Employed
24
13
2
4
14
4

!fiani c depressive

2

3

l

2

8

2

Schizophrenia

-

-

l

-

1

l

Psychoneurosis
with depress : on

2

3

-

-

5

3

Psychopathic
personality
Total
Percent

-

-

-

1

1

5
10
6
18
46 . 2 25 . 6 15 . 4 12 . 8

39

18
46 . 2

Greatly improved , The patient is pra ~tically
His is socially adjusted and r e turns
normal .
to work .
M. I . Mod e rately improved: He is socially adjusted
but did not return to work .

G. I .
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Slightly improved: Patient could not be dis
charged. The depression and mental suffering
was relieved and_ the patient is no longer such
a problem to the hospital.
T.I. Temporary improved or failure: �tient shows
some improvement with later reappearanc e of
former symptoms or no improvement.
S.I.

In Lyerly's group the operation was done
when the psychiatrist thought it was the best pro
cedure or when other methods had failed.

These

patients came out of their depl'ession, be.came happy,
cheerful and slightly elated. -Some patients were too
elated and had to be institutionalised.

Too much

elation may be Que to an extensive disconnection of
the prefrontal l obes.
lowed the operation.
with smiles.

Imp�ovement immediately fol
The patients frequently awakened

During the first few days or weeks

there was a confused s'tate with 1mpa1r·ment of ntind
and disorientation.

During the confused period there

was more or less incontinence.

The patients would

be restless, would pull the bedding off the bed or
get up �nd wander around the room.
necessary to restrain patients.
amnesia for the first weeks.

It was sometimes

There might be

Usually the patients

own personality·retur,ned and persisted after the
first week.

They were usually out of bed in two weeks
-33-

and out of t h e hos p ita l

s h ortly after .

Best , results

were obtained in disorders of not too l o ng durati o n .
Tarumianz , 3 7 1941, reported 8 cases of involutional melan cholia and 2 's chizo phenias with invo lutional chang es .

The ages ra nge d from 37 to 66 ye a rs .

All had bee n in the hos p ita l for qt least two years
and all we re much deteriorated.
tendencies .

Seven had suicidal

There were tw o deaths in this gr o up ,

one from postope-rative hemorrha g e 4 days after sur gu~y a nd one two years postoperative fr om cerebral
hemorrhage .

Seven of the patients returned home a

fe w months after sur gery and b ecome fully adjusted
but retained a slight euphor i a and unreasonableness .
This is p erhaps due to l ack of inhibition .
patient is in the hospita l

One

bec a u s e he h a s no home .

Tw o are working in offices .
Tw o schizo phrenias were o pe rated ten days
before t his report wa s written .
and had attempted homicide .

One had been violent

In 48 hours this pa tient

requested a paper and maga z ine • . The other had been
a mute c a tatonic for 9 year s .

F ollowi ng sur g e ry this

pa tient request e d a beautician for a ma nicure .
Pal mer , 381941 , reported 5 c a ses of chr o nic _
sch izo phre n ia afflicted with viv i d hallucinations ,
- 34-

a ·)prehensions , fear , anxiety , suicidal tho ughts , self
mutilati o n , distructiveness , aggressive acts , · homi cide and assaltiveness .

The first patient was a 39

year old d ~vorcee and college graduate .

She had been

schizophrenic for 12 years and had undergone extensive
treatment w ith narcosis , insulin and metrazol .

Fol -

lowing surgery she returned home , made a satisfactory
social adjustment , rode , swam and has taken up painting
and sculpturing .
The second patient was a 26 year old girl
who had been ill 12 y ears .
and endocrin treatment .·

She had been g iven in~ulin

Following the operatio~ she

became talkative , pleasant , affable and cooperative .
She previously ha d been tube fed .

She died within

18 months from pneumonia .
The third patient , a 35 year old man , has
been catatonic for 6 years .
and self mutilative .

He_was abusive , untidy

He had been treated with narco -

sis , insulin and metrazol .
affable , and cooper a tive .

After surgery - he became
He remained relatively

impassive and extremely sug gestible .
The fourth patient , a 32 year old women who
had been ill 13 years , had received 2 courses of
insulin .

Fifteen months after surgery she had talcen

up social activites and at hletics .
- 35 -

She als o became

interested in paintlng , which she had been doing
previous to her illness .

She still had periods of

preoccupat i on .
The fifth patient , a 25 year old girl who
had been ill for ·4 years , was socially maladjusted ,
lax morally , suspicious , irritable and obstinate .
She was paranoid and suffe r ed from ideas of reference,
delusions and hallucinations .
with narcosis and insulin .

She had been treatep

One year following sur_gery

she obtained a position as hostess in a resort and
played golf .
pregnancy .

She married and has gone thru a normal
She is apparently completely normal .

The patient who married has made the best
adju s tments , another patient is dead , but improved
,

till the time of death , one patient is still in a
small private sanitariu.~ but has her own horses and
car.

The other patients are at home and doing s a tis -

factor y .

At least a year s ho ul d elapse before judging

the results of surgery .
Worchel and Lyerly~ 9 in 1941 , .reported 13
patient s who were either manic - depressives in an agi tated depression or involutional melancholias .

As a

result of surgery the emotional tone became more
normal .

The common substratum of worry , apprehension ,
- 36-

anxiety , inso mnia and nervous tension was relieved to
a greater or less extent .

Following surgery 7 became

~xcited , hyperacti ve and disturbed .

They were either

kept a t or returned to the hospital .

Other patients

g ot along well or we n t into a mild depression .

Five

of the patients were give psyc h iatric exam~na tio n s
prior to and after the operati on and no sign ificant
chang ~ s wer e noted .

All of t h e pa tients we re deterio -

rated to a gr e ater or less extent .

It was impossible

to determine just how much wa s due t o psychotic pr ocesses and h ow much t o l ob o t omy .
it was due to the psychosis .

Binet tests i ndicated

Of 5 patients e x a mined

4 passed the free examination tests before su.r ge ry
a nd 2 a fte.r su.r gery .

It was noted t h at all of the

patients tended to re minisce after operation .
Strec ker , Palmer and GrantjO in 1911 , re p orted a series of 16 agitated and depressed pa tients ,
5 schi z o phrenias and l

sex pr oblem.

Strecher . discusses

t h e sc:· i " oph re ni cs wh ich are the patients just des cribed by Palmer . At t h is later repo.rt two of t he
patients seem to have mad e excellent adjustment s.
The others are still in t h e hospital but their life
is more satisfactor y .

They are able to take up sports

music and art , interests developed before t h eir illness .

They a re now more considerate and g enerous ~nd
- 37-

their emotional responses appear to have been f r eed

or made more flexible .

Hallucinations cont i nue in

3 patients but does not cause alarm .

They have a

tendency to derive more pleasure from simple things
rather than intellectual or artistic persuits .

There

is loss of self - critque , ready satisfacti on , some
lac~ of social sense and impairment of self imagi nation .
In the agit a ted depressions there was a
decrease in agitation , loss of the enormous affective
disturbances and a wishful forgetfulness toward ideas
expressed during psychotic episoides .

The intense

mental energy expened is reduced so that agitation is
repl a ced by a feeli ng of.· contentment or selfsatisfactio~
. The surgical technique used on these patients
is e ~sentially the s a Me as that previous ~y discribed
by Freeman and

!atts .

The surgical results c an be SUil'l.marized as·
follows:
Agi . & Dep . Schiz o. Sex Problem
Sufficiently inproved
12
2
to go home
Improved
3
l
Not Improved
l:
l
Dead
2
16
5
1
Dea t hs.\"/ere due to post operative hemor r hage and
anesthesia .
- 38 -
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McGregor, Eng and Crumbie,38, 41 19 42, des
cribed 20 cases, 6 were melancholic, 12 schizophrenic
and 2·delusional insanity.

Of these patients 3 of

the melancholias and 2 schizophrenias made complete
adjustments and returned to their former occupations.
There was no impairmen� of intelligence but there was
loss of facial motility.

The patients could feel

emotion but could not express it.

The slow, gradual

improvement often seen 1s though by these authors to
be due to.the slow degeneration of the nucleus medialiis
dorsalis of the thalamus.

Drake an� Hibbara,42 in 19 42, reported com

plete relief of symptoms in a case of anxiety' neurosis.
'
They estimate that.there is recovery in 2/3 of selected
cases.

They believe that the more intelligent the

patient is the more apt he is to recover following
surgery.

The operation should not be performed indis

criminately in attempting to relieve psychotic disorders.
These authors feel it should be reserved for those
cases which have proved refractive to other forms of
therapy and whose outlook is poor for ultimate recovery.
Hutton,431n 19 42, discussed personality

changes in persons treated by prefrontal leucotomy.
The patient can respond to outside stimulus but he
has lost the power to respond to interna_l stimuli.
Therefore the behavior patters formed prior to the
disorder a.gain takes over following leucotomy.
-39-

Rep-

reductive memory or recall 1s to a large extent re
placed by associative memory, and the patiept liyes
in a perpetual present, unable to care for the morrow.
Cohen, Novick, and Ettleson,44 in 1942,
reported 6 chronic schizophrenics.
111 from 8 to 28 years.

They were persistently agg

ressive, combative and destructive.
5

They had been
Following surgery,

out of 6 improved to some extent at least, with

respect. to the limitation of ov�r activity.

For

2 there was marked improvement, one showed moderate
improvement and there was slight improvement in 2;
The one remaining patient showed no improvement.
Improvement resulted in decreased aggressiveness,
and decreased assultive or destructive drives.

They

are less untidy and took a greater interest in ward
activities.

All of the· patients were greatly deterio

rated before surgery.
manage.
a

52

Surgery made them· easier to

Banay and Davidofr.44, 45 in 1942 described

year old male sex psychopath who recovered fol

lowing lobotomy.

The patients masonchistic homosexual

practices were accompanied by intense anxiety and guil t
feelings.
of 130.

Preoperative examination revealed an I.�.
Six months after operation the patient's
-4Q-

errotic fantasies a.nd agitation disappeared.

He

developed a complacent interest in his work and his
surroundings and a tranquil state of mind.
loped insight into hi s condition.

He deve

Emotional

responses were found to be normal by Rors�hach study.
· Bennett, Keegan and Wilber,46 in 1943, have
reported 5 c ases of chronic schizophrenia.

They feel

that lobotomy is not at pr·esent indicated in psycho
neurosis and affective disorders with the possible
exception of chronic disabling obsessive compulsive
states.

They c onclude that lobotomy is not a cure

for psychosis although marked perso·nality changes
do occure.

Therefore the operation should be reserved

for chronic and apparently permanent institutional
patients in whom any intprovement is pure gai n and the

procedure, even with its hazar_ds, s�ems justifiable.
For that reason it has been used by them only in chronic
schizophrenias in whom all previous therapies have
failed.
Following lobotomy their patients were freed
of anxiety and obsessive thinking an�.- were released

from feelings of inferiorety.

They felt unself-

consious and ,ere able to become interested in their
surroundings.

Their patients get along well with
-41-

others, ,ere childlike and cheerful.

They could remem-

ber the past but could not project themselves into the
future.

They lost ambition and were satisfied with

day to day living.

These patients were friendly,

good-natured, indifferent to the feelings of others
and expr·essed themselves freely.
angered but rapidly recovered.

They were easily
Delusions and hal

lucinations might persist but they did not worry,
criticise or hold a grudge.
The surgical procedure used by Keegan is
that of Lyerly, the incision being made anterior to
the anteri or horn of t he lateral ventricle •
These same patients will be reviewed in part
two of this paper.

There was good social recovery in

4 cases of aggressive paranoid schizophren�a.

One

catatonic type failed to recover.
A phase of apathy and inertia immideatly
followed operation.

The patients usually appear

stuporous for a few days and have to be fed, moved
about in bed and excretory functio ns have to be
cared for.

Incontinence may continue for som� time.
When the patient returns h ome the family

must be giyen detailed explanations to enable them to
understand the patient.

Daily routine must be estab
-42-

lished .

The patient needs to be forced out of bed ,

taken to the toilet a t regular intervals , removed
fro m the toilet and forced to feed · himself under
daily supervision until he d evelops responsibility .
Over eating must be controlled .

The patient must be

supe rvised in even t he simplest activities .
These authors also report l Gck of s elfcons c iousness and child-li k e reactions .

Facetious

and sar ca stic remark s must be unde rstood and overlooked by t h e rel a t ive s .

As the patient gains emo -

tional ma turity more tas1· s ar:d
added .

responsibilities are

Return to the for mer imployme nt cannot be

expected till from 3 to 6 months .
44 , 47
Peterson a nd Buchstein
rene ntly report Pd
upon 25 cases of sch izo phrenia lone held in state
hospitals , of these 12 were remar k ably improved , 11
slightly i mproved , 1 unimpr oved and 1 died .
Ziegler 48 has compiled fron questionnaires
a survey of a ll available cases .

The follo wing is

his analysis:

Survey of bil at eral prefrontal lobotomy ope r a tio ns reported fror 17 d iffere n t clinics in the Uni
ted States and Canada , patients with a variety of
psychiatric reacti o n types , schi z o phrenics predominating .
-43-

Janua.ry - March , 1943
~~- ➔~... ~:-J,~ ➔~..

·Y.-

Number o perated upon
582
Died as a result of t he operation
11
Died s ubsequent t o the o peration
Rendered clini call worse after than
C
before the operation
Clinically unimproved after the operation
Clinically slightly improved
Clinically much improved
Recovered after operation ; psychotic or
neurotic syi~p toms disappeared
Number of patients known to be in
hospital now ( some able to work )
Number known to be outside hos p ital ,
but unable to w6rk
Number know to be outside hospital ,
working part or full time

582
11
16-l:·
8

60
111

192
184

265
55
235

*one from suicide

In a recent symposium the Engl i sh a u thor
Rees

,. · 49

J'

s tated t ha t the operati ~n is indic a ted f or

the r e lief of such symptoms as anx i e ty apprehension ,
self mutil a ti on , s u icid a l

tendencies , dPstructivenes~

a ttac lrn of violence and states of tension which may
be found in ma ny for ms of psychosis or· p syc h oneurosis .
Patients best s u ited for prefrontal lobotomy are tho se
with functional ment a l disorders who have sumptoms
of active conflicts and have faile d to respond t o
othe r methods of treatment a nd in whom t h e prospects
of s p ontaneous recovery a re remot e .

Knight 50 performed

prefrontal lobotomies on 30 patients with mental di ~
- 44-

orders and noted the diiSappearance or lessening of
depression in 4 out of 7 with melancholia, improve
ment in conduct and behavior of the

16

remaining

patients and the improved quality and output of work
of 13.

Among the undesirable results were loss of

initiative and spontaneity, persistence of delusions
or hallucinations and development of emotional faci
lity or euphoria, retardation, irritability, aggres
siveness and volubility.

The more physical sequelae

included loss of sphincter control, development of
varocious appetite, trophic disturbances and occur
rence of epileptiform fits.
f

Fleming and ?vf<fCissock

repo�tea..51 the results of pi'efrontal lobotomy ·on
1 5 patients.

O f t�e 12 patients with melancholia 7

have made complete recovery a�d 1 has shown considera
ble improvement, but the .other 4 have shown little
improvement.

Hutton and two of his collegues, Flem
ing and McKissock52, 53 report�d the results obtained
with 65 patients subjected to �ref'!'ontal lobotomy;
the mortality was 4 percent.

One patient died of

cerebral hemorrhage caused by section of the anterior
cerebral artery.

No patient was reported as being

worse after the treatment than before.

Hutton empha

sized that rehabilitation after the operation is of
-4 5 -

utmost importance.

Personal attention and encourage-·

ment are necessary and when these are lacking the
results tend to be disappointing.

The greatest success

is obtained with patients of good intelligence whose
relatives have sufficient interest, affection and
understanding to help in the process of reeducation.
Golla53 states that the lack of prevision in these
patients {postoperatively) is related to the fore
thought necessary to appreciate the situation of tae
self in relatio·n

to the environment.

The patients

become careless because they no longer seem to appre
ciate their social obligations or to pay much atten
tion to their relations with others.

The mortality

rate from the operation ranges from zero in Lyerly' s5fl
series of 55 cases to 2.2% in the series

of

Watts

and Freeman and 4% in the series reported by McKissock.

5S

The most important immediate complication is cerebral
hemorrhage.

Epileptic convulsions as a remote sequale

developed in 8% of McK1ssock 1 s series and in 10%
In this series also there was

of Watts and Freeman's.

l case of permanent hemiplegia.

Watts and Freeman

believe that the operation gives more permanent re
sults than shock therapy.

Str8m-Olsen5 1 express the

belief, on the bases of 30 personal cases, that certain
-46-

distlll'bing "mental symptoms may be alleviated by this
operation in about one helf the total number treated.tt
Freeman and Watts, 51 1943, recently discussed
the convalescence and rehabilitation of the
lobotomized patient.

The patient they feel that is

best suited fo r sUI'�ery is one whose emotions are
largely concerned with himself, such as the patient who
fears he�rt disease, etc., or is bothered
guilt and persecution.

by ideas of

As long as the patient shows

emotional response to his psychosis some relief can be
obtained from the psychoses though complete
restoration may not be possible.

The time factor in

psychosis is of less importance than the degree of
break with reality, other things being equal.

An older

patient also presents better possibilities than younger
patients because the older patient has been able to
adjust satisfactorly to the world for half a century or
more an d the younger patient has probably had his
difficulty since adolescence or even before.
The postoperative phase is d:haracterised
by inertia and no realization of the passage of time.
It is accompanied by a certain blankness of facial
expresion, monosyll�bic.replies and plateau type of
speech.

Other patients are more active and may play
-47-

aim

aimlessly

with a rag, bit of string or doll.
A disconcerting type of activity usually

appears 1nnnediatly after the operation or may appear
several weeks later.

This consists in loud talking

with singing and all kinds of hypermotor activity.
The problem of readjustment in the home requires firm
and steady control.
When the patient returned home inertia is
usually the first problem the patient has ·to contl'ol.
The patient has to be taken to the bathroom.

While

thel:'e he will sit contentedly for hours inert, not
thinking.

Some member of the family will have to

urge him to finish and lead him from the room.

When

sent to work washing himselfe he may wash for hours
and still neglect large areas.
If left to himself the patient will show
sublime indifference to his appearance.
wear anything he can find.
are extremely bizare.

He will

Women patients hair dos'

The patient must be taught to

keep himself neat and to keep his clothes in repair.
Patients are apt to spend money they do
not posses and buy unnecessary articles.

Table.man

ners may be adequate but reaching and snatching are
sometimes observed.

The patients 1nel'tia. will cause
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a formerly active housewife to sit with her hands in
her lap.

Like a child she must be told to wipe the

dishes, dust the side board, and sweep the porch and
when one job is finished w he must to told to go to
t:i.nother.
The patients iack of self-consciousness will
cause them to say anything that pops i�to their heads,
causing·their families much embarrassment.

Their

attention is easily caught and they laugh loudly over
little things.

They will state their opinions in a

very definite manner.

The behavior of the patient 1s

best handled by equally vociferous behavior on the
part of the family as the patients loose their sensi
tiveness to criticism by virtue of th e prefrontal
lobotomy.
The patients take childish delight in con
tests and 1njoy a slap, rastle or· race.

The family

must not take their childish behavior seriously.

No

amount of pleading, tears or th.reats does any good.
Their attention must be diverted from one line of
behavior by a good na tured rough house and then the
process of reeducation must go on.

The relatives must

re�ember that the patient is in an emotional childhood
and treat him like an overgrown child.
-49-

Some patients c arry over their ideas into
convalescence .
phobeas .

This is expecially true in some of the

However , they have lo s t their emotional tone

and tend to gradually die out .
Intelligence is i nta ct and emot i o ns are
lively though s hallow and t h ey a re no longe r a ttached
to the i ma g e of t he self .

Patients laug h more and _

flare up in anger , the y take unpleasant occurences
a nd come up smiling .

They have lost t h e c apacity for

continued contemplation o f their distressful situation .
Re g r e ts for t he past a re not encountered .

The patients

are cheerful and hopef ul.
If the patient -.,,as alcoholic before the
o peratio n he may have lo 3t the e motional need for
drinking but t he habit is co n ti n u ed .

~his is all

the more depl or abLe as the tolerance of these people
for alco h ol i s greatl y lowe red .
Sexual ac tivit y.show s li t tle alte r ati o n .
If t h er e h a s been sexual conflicts there may be an
incr ease in sexual ac tivit y .

The sex a ct may be car -

ried out b 7 t he pa tient with regard ohl y to h is own
g ratific a t ion .

If the pa tient has regressed to the

c ave man level , it is best for h is partner to respond
a t the c a ve woman level .
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complication occuring in some 10,; of these
cases is e p ilep t ic attac 1-rn .

They may oome on s ome

mo nth s a fter surger y and in a fe ", cases h a ve persist ed.
They are probabiy d ue to injury to the brain a t the
time of operation .

They c a n usually be controlled

by t h e u se of medicines .
Some patients r equire one , two or even t h ree
operations to cut down the emoti on centered upon the
self .

:ihen an e x tensive operati on is performed t he

p os sibility of an ad j us t ment t o normality is remo te .
Some p a tients never get beyond the stage of a h ouse
h old inva li d , while oth ers are eventuall y able to
t ake ov e r the mana __:: ement of the h ousehold or return
to their ol d jobs .

If a pa tient had been succe ssfully

employ ed up to a s h ort ti~ e before h is ill ness he will
a l most cert a i nly g et b a c k in ha rness ina rel a tively
s h ort time .

Anoth e r varient is the n a ture of the wor k .

Highly technical work ma y not be possible for a year
or so af t e r operation where as a more routine job can
be d one satisfactorly in 6 we eks time .
De fects d o r emain .

Patients will always be

some'•1ha t different fro m their former self .

Some

remain some what ind olent, oth ers develo p a tirelessness
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is unexpected .

There is a certain abruptness of monner

and certain boyancy and enthusiasm t ha t may be tryine
to close associates .

It is kept under control most

of the time but the fear of its sud d en reappearance
may c ause rela t ives anx iety whe n 'l t
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social gath erings .

RESlr.::.,rris OF PREFRONTi-u ;:.,EUCOTO:.iY

IN

sr:rry

FI VE

CA.s::__s

~utton , 3 .:., . ; Flem:ng , G:.I . T . F .; JTcKissock , 'I .
1 . Schizophrenia 2 years , F 25 . R: Rather childish
a nd dependent , but rationa l a n1 nb le toe r so Me of
own way . Occasional enuresis .
2 . Schiz ophrenia , f 37 , Catatoni c stupor with
occasional outbursts of mani acal excitment . R : -i Ui e t
well behaved in sl9.eltered environmPnt wi th regular
routinGe • Takes part in s oci al famil life .
3 . :fourosis , U 42 .

Recovery .

4. Hypochondria , M 5 3 , Died h eart attack in 2 days .
5 . ~epression , M 58 .

uiet 'Jell behaved , improved .

6 . Ca tatonic sc h izophrenia , M 31 .
but no signific a nt i mprov Pment .
7 . Catato nic 4 year s . F 32 .

V

More manageable

Little•change .

8 . Catatonic N 40 ~ittle change .
9 . Schizophrenia , F 27 .
10 . Obsession , U 59 .
social life .

Died cerebral hemorrhace .

Cheerful , content , normal

11 . Schi?ophrenia F 20 .
improve ment .

Slow but progressive

12 . Schizophreni a 3- 4 years , F 28 .
NorTiah soci a l adjustments .

Greatly i mproved .

13 . Paraphrenic , l\136 . Improvement with relapse .
14 . Catat onic schizophrenia , F 26 .
BQjustments nor mo l .

Improved , home

15 . Schizophrenia F 32 .
.el l behaved, helpful and
~uite content , somewhat lacking i n 1nitia 1 ive .
16 . C:a t a tonic sc h izo phr enia, I: 32 .
u CO pe limited .
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Moibd improved .

17.

Anxiety neurosis. M 34.

Greatly improved.

18. Schizophrenia, F 22. Improved for a while,
followed by slight regression, childish.
19. Schizophrenia, F 34. A little irresponsible
and inconsequent, but improv�d considerable.
20.

Schizophrenia, M 24.

Slightly improved.

21. • Schizophrenia 10 years, F 29.
help with heousehold duties.

Able to

22. Schizophrenia with mental defecive. F 56'.
no change.
23.

Melancholia. F 56.

Cured, normal life resumed.

24.

Paraphrenia, F 44.

Settled and gives no trouble.

25. Schizophrenia, F 35.
and mischievous.
26. Depression, F 51.
to occupy herself.

A little less restless

Less agitated, no attempt

27. Depression, M 5-. Returned to work, lost ego
centricity and self-reproach.
28. Depression, M 52.
29.

Much improved.

Schizophrenia F 20.

No change.

30. Depression F 65. Improved. pleasanter, less
complaining; occasionally irritable and spiteful.
31.

Schizophrenia, F 39.

32. Schizophrenia, F 38.
violent, lacks initiative.

Slight improvement.
More amenable, not so

33.

Schizophrenia 2 years, F �8.

34.

Agitated melancholia, F 51.

35.

Paraphrenic M 42.
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Much improved.
Good but remission.

Lost hallucinations.

Working.

36. Schizophrenia, F 32.

More amenable and sociable.

37. Schizophrenia from adolescense, F 37. No
longer restless, some enuresis, no marked intellectual
improvement but could be discharged.
38. Depressive 20 yrs. Manic depressive. F 42.
Improved but brief mani episodes with mans.
39. Schizophrenia 10 years. M 37.
Improved, lazy.

Discharged.

40. Depressive. M 41. Better but lacking in
initiative. Still preoccupied with his health.
41. Schizophrenia, F 34.
relapsed.
42.

Depressive. F 70.

Improved bus subsequent

Leading normal social litre.

43. Schizophrenia, recurrent attacks since agel7.
More amenavle and cheerful but still childish and
irritable.
44. Schizophrenia 3 years. M 29.
progress, discharged.

Satisfactory

45. Schizophrenia, 1 year, M 28.
satisfactory progress.

Discharged,

46. Depressive 15-20 years. M 52. Cheerful,
carefree, no longer petulant and irritable.
47.

Hypochondria.

Some decrease.

48. Defective, F 32. No great change but not
so apprehensive and fearful as before.
49. Schizophrenia, M.
but seclusive.

Delusions have disapp�ared

50. Syphilophobia and depression. M.
No longers talks about having syphilis.

Lazy, rational.

51. Involutional melancholia for 7 to 12 years.
Revovery slow. Improvement.
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52 .

l~lancholi s , 10 months .

Greatly i mprov e d .

53 .

r.1el ancholi a 1 2 ye rs . Capable but "d ifficult" .

54 . Obsession state with guilt .
pear ance of symptoms . Agre ssive .
55 .

Complete disap -

Catat onic sc hizo_Jhreni a of 15 year s .

Sli!}ht

change .
56 . i elanchol i a 5i ye ars .
I and erful improvement
but intol eran t and lac k ing in consideration .
57 .

I~e l ancholia 11 yea rs .

Sl i t;ht im;;irove rne nt .

58 . Involutio nal depress ion 1 0 years .
:r:-iar 'redly .

I mproved

59 . I!a nic - :'epres sive of 4 ye a rs . Free from
depressi on b ut di f fi cult and gar rulous .

60 . Mel ancholi a of 5 years .
improveme nt .

Dis cha r ced , slow

61 . Re current me l ancholi a 5 years . Less depressed .
Still confused , rambling in conversati on .
62 . :·elancholia 5 years .

63 .

No i mprovement.

:-elancholia 5 ye a rs , paranoid .

Some impr o ve -

ment .
64 .
ment .
65 .

Melancholi a of 2 years .

Cosiderable impro ve-

1::el a ncholi a of 9 months d uratio n .
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Much better .

SUMMtARY

1. Prefrontal lobotomy, devised by Moniz
and perfected by Freeman and Watts has been estab
lished as a useful procedure in psychiatric treat
ment.
2. Prefrontal lobotomy should be regarded
as a means of improvement but not as a cure. ·For
th is reason it should be used only in chronically
disabled psychotics unimproved by oth er therapies.
3. Recent reports indicate that in the
treatment of ch ronic schizophrenia it is of value
ch iefly in th e paranoid type.
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REPORT OF SIX CHRONIC SCHIZOPHRENIAS
TREATED ., ITH LOBOT01tiY

Patients of
A.E. Bennett, J.J. Keegan, and C. Wilber

Case 1.

B . r1: c . single , fema le , 52 y ears

old sc h ool teacher was admitted to t he h os pi t a l
after an ill n ess of 9 months .

The last 3 months were

s p ent in a state psychiatric institution .

She pre -

sente d a t yp ical picture of a chronic schizophrenia ,
paranoid type .

She suffered from numerous delusions

and ha llucina tions and marked ideas of reference .
She believed t ha t people had a dua l personality which
changed from :minute to mi nute .

She felt herself·

persecuted by the school staff of t he Chi cago Public
Sch ools .

Durin~

h

0

~

s~ay of 50 days at the h os p ital

s h e receive d 12 cur are - e lectric shock treatme n t s with
out any apparent result .

Following this ·a bil a teral

lobotomy wa s performed by Dr . J . J . Keeean .

After

sur gery t he patient was very placid and cooperative .
Th e resisti veness and belli ger enc y she previously
had s h own d isa ppeared .

She wa s friendl y but very

untidy and excreta care less .

She was discharged i n

a manageable condition to the c a re of her brother .
She no w lives at home wit h her
some part - time teac h ing .

si s ter and has d one

She is pleasant , careful

of her pe rsonal appearance and loves to go to movies .
Occasionally she expresses previous ide a s about the
d uality of people , bu t

shows no emotional reacti o n .

Relatives feel results in t h is case were worthwhile .
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Fortunately she has good supervision .

She has abso-

lutely no insight but is able to make a good social
adjustment .

She has been spared institutional life

and is a fairly usuful, capable person .
Case 2 .

S . K., single , age 22 , wa s admitted

to this hospital in Ma rch , 1942 after an illness of
4 years .

She had been referred to this hospital from

an Iowa state institution .

She was diagnosed as

schizophrenia , paranoid type which developed after a
disappointment in love .

The patient was extremely

uncooperative, resistive and belligerent on admission .
Her speech was completely dissociated and her answers
were irrelevant .

She was untidy , at times excreta

careless and noisy and she had to be considered as a
chroni•c state of s~hizophrenia with pr o gressive de terioration .
During her stay here the patient received
12 insulin shocks and 4 curare - electro shoc lrn , without any apparent result .

On April 8 , 1942 a bilateral

lobotomy wa s performed on her by Dr.J . J . Keegan from
whic h she recovered physically with out complications .
L ittle by little her mental attitude and behavior
improved .

The patient became very placid , followed

orders and instructi o ns VPry prompt:ly , be gan to take
part in ward activities and occupied herself in
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Occupational Therapy with.embroidery.

She gained

18 lbs. in weight following this operation.· The
nurses had to watch her so she would go to the bath
room regularly,· otherwise she would be excreta care
less.

After ?6 hospital days she was dismissed in

a much improved condition.
At present she lives at home, doing house
work and some embroidery.

About once a week she has

outbursts of profanity and sassiness.

Out of a clear

sky she will "give you her blessing", then say she
didn't say anything and start to strike a person,
catchi11g herself. just in time.

She is cheerful most

of the time. Du:ring her menses she becomes seclusive
but has clear conversation.

She inclines to oppose

suggestions, is very egotistic, and loves to dress up.
She loves movies and social activities in which sheis
friendly and reserved.

She wants to get married.

She has gained almost 100 pounds in weight.·
She does not remember her ·illness, the
state hospital or the operation •. She omits the last
two years, always insisting that _she_ 1s 2 years younger
than her act�al,age.

She can keep house_ and help her

sister, .doubtless indefinitely under intelligent, un
derstanding supervision.

Case 3 .

R . K., femal~ , age 33 , admitted to

this hospital August 5 , 1942
Informant:

Husband

CHIEF COliiPLA INT :

"H~ar s things , imagines

people doing things to her . "
PRESENT LL HE SS:

normal occurred during 1939 .

"Ruth's fi~st change from
She would be fine and

lively during the morni ng but sometimes at night she
would be silent , sad , sometimes not wanting to talk .
'A t times she cried but didn't know why .
"In February 1940 it was decided that she
needed a gall bladder operation .

Since ~e had not

been able to have intercourse during our 8 y ears of
marriage , Dr . H. suggeste d that her hymen be removed .
She was fine and willing but the ni ght before the
operation s he cried bitterly in her room .

She claimed

we were talking about her a nd making fun of her .
"After the operati on she was confused and
suspicious for about 3-4 days but g ot over this and
we v1ent home .

In about a month (without intercourse

ever having been tried) she began to ge t
ideas .

suspicious

When we were out driving she though someone

wa s followi ng us , thought it was hospital people or
my relatives .

She said we were aga inst her.
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At first

she kept saying she saw relatives (who we know are far
away) or a certain· hospital intern_ or certain
Catholics walking past the house staring at her.
She said they were dressed up like her folks �ust to
tease her.

She never had any e�planation for these

ideas and said she cou:I.dn't understand why she was
seeing these people; then she began to report that
the people she saw were walking past taunting her,
calling out her name, saying she was nrazy-and
1rmnoral. She also ·compiained of smelling odors nor
dirty clothes0 of "incense like in a church".

She

spoke
of Catholics trying to get her to turn Catholic.

She

went along this way for about a month then subsided
until July 1940 when all these ideas of being watched,
taunted and persecuted returned.

Then she was sur·e

the neighbors were talking about her and wanted to
move.

So we did move�

Then _she began to say I was

against her, that our folks were talking about her.
She would never say what they were saving except that
we should part and tbat others were_ jealous of ou�
happiness together.

So I took her to the department

at Iowa City where Dr. V.E. didn't think hel' trouble
was too severe.

H e gave hel' some pills for rest and
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sent her home.

She was fairly well until December.

"In December she had more suspicious spells;
ate well, slept well, but lost weight.

She began
She

to think her operation had been done wrongly.

said the doctors had violated her when she was in
the hospital and she became resistively frigid,
having always been somewhat frigid.
"We went to Mayo's in February 1941 and they
said there was nothing physically wrong.

They suggested

she receive sanitarium care and referred us to Dr.
Doolittle's R etreat where we placed her immediately.
After the first week there the doctor said she was
run down physically and needed building up.

She

stayed 2 months, gained some weight and was relea�ed
·as well in May 1941.

She was only home a week and she

began to be suspic�ous again.

After a repitition of

the whole affair again, we placed her in the care of
Dr.A. who took her to St.Bls hospital in June and July.
During tis time she received 28 shock treatments
(electric) and showed some temporary improvement.
After she was out a week she felt better toward people
and asked to visit her folks.

But three days after she

go there they called me to come and get her.
they were saying things about her.
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She said

I under stand she walked the town at nights .

\'fe re -

turned to Dr . A. for 3 more shock treatment s and he r
condition again improved and she _got alo ng fairly well
until January of 1942 .

After another spell she was

returned to St . B 1 s and received 58 insulin sho cks
until Februa~y .

She again was let out improved and

was normal for one month , got the s ame again and re turned to the doctor every week for some sort of sho t s .
gain she got better so we

ent on a trip .

The first

ni ght we started to g o into a hotel but she refused ,
sayi ng she saw some of the people who teased her there ,
sai d they had follo 7 ed us from Council Bluffs .
place we went she said she saw her folks so
around nnr1 c ame back .

'!ie

Every
turned

::e s t opped a t he:r folks as she

wante:3 to stay ,,Jith t .em , r.ia inly due to r.e r fear of
being sent back to StB I s .

She got along b ad ly at home ,

threw a dipper at her sister , said her si s ter was
talking vile t h ings .

So she was placed in the hospital

for 3 wee 1-rn in June , ca l med down and was released
but all. the ol d old ideas c ame bnc~ , anrl in t he la s t
3 weeks of July she was aeain in St . B' s .

Dr . A said

he knew of nothing else to do so we tra nsferred her here . If
PRESENT I LLNESS :

rraken from patient .

"There is nothing the ma tter ':Jithme if people vJOuld
just leave me aloneI would be alright , but if you had
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.been through what I 1 ve been through since I came to
Council Bluffs you 1 d get mad too.
After all aperson
1sn 1 t expected to take things off of other people day
after day and just smile about them.

If people would

just leave us alone Tom and I would be very happy.
Ever since I had my gall bladder operation people have
been laughing, teasing and talking about me.

People

used to come past and peer at the house as they walked
by and after a while they got around to the point
where they a ctually shouted at the house, Oht I can 1 t
tell you the things they shouted.
that.

Let 1 s just drop

I don 1 t want to talk about those things.

Yes,

they said mean things and said that I wasn 1 t making
Tom a good wife, in fact his whole darn group of
relatives have been trying to separate us but they
woun 1 t be ab le to do it, I won't let them, I won't
let them, I won't let go of Tom until the day they
carry me out in a casket.

I love.him and he loves

me and I don't care what the rest of the world has
to say about it.

··.e had a Catholic woman in our

downstairs apartment who had two daughters and they
were ringing the front bell and just kept me chasing
from door-to-door just to tease me.

I think they

were mad at me because I would not join the Catholic
Church.
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Tom is a Catholic and I am a Baptist but he has�'t
gone to Catholic Church f or years.

I enjoy going to

the Baptist church and that's were we're going to go.
Tom's going to join my church.

The Sister's up at

the hospital tried to get me to turn Catholic but I
wouldn't do it for a song after all the dirty things
they've done to me.

I would rather not tell.about

those things.
"Even my folks have turned against me now,
just think of it your own folks turning against you.
Some one from Council Bluffs must have come down to
their farm and told them all about me.

Even my own

mother doesn't believe me now and some of .these
people who come past the house and yelled at we were
dressed just like my relatives.

I've taken a lot of

what peopl e have said about me and I am getting tired
of it and I'm going to strike back.
Tom and have alway� been happy.

:e

I 1 ve got my
never argued a •

bit until we came to Council Bluffs and the relatives
started on him.

Y es, we did have a.little trouble

with the sex side of our marriage but after all that
isn't all of marriage.

Tom has been very satisfying.

Yes, he tried but it didn't work.

I think people

make too much of that side of marriage and after all
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what business is it of your's to know about things
11ke that between Tom and 1-ie?

Yes, we did have an

operation to see if they could fix me up down there
below.

I had it at the same time I had my gall blad

der operation and I'm not so sure about things but

Dr. H. or whoever he wa s, I don't think they should
start playing with women like that.

If you had a

wife you wouldn't want ·some doctor doing that to
her while she was under an anesthetic.

I don 't see

how they get away with it in hospital.

It is called

rape other places. It did not help a bit and so we
have jut dropped it.

No, I haven't heard any voices

speaking to me ·and I'm sure I'm not imagining these
things.

If people would just leave us alone and if

you would just get your filthy mind off the sex ques
tion and let Tom and I live our lives as we want to
live it -e would be alright."
During the patients preoperative course in
the hospital she was suspicious of the staff. and talked
of Catholics trying to make her join their church and
separate her from her husband.

She sat in her room

gazing out of her window, at times quiet, at other
times talking to herself with frequent tirades in which
she used vile language and accused the nurses and
-10-

other pa tients of persecuting her .

After the first

fe w da ~ s it was necessary to ke ep her in seclusion
due to her boisterous activity .
Pro - frontal lobotomy vrns pe rfor med August
28 ., 1942 .

', Jhe n returned from surgery the patient did

not speak but

smiled v1hen spoken to .

She was restless .,

movi ng her arms about and pulling at t he dressings on
her head .

By eveni ng of t ha t day s h e answered all

questions with yes or no .
her she fed h erself .

~ hen food was placed before

She was incontinent .

the first 3 p ost operative da ·~
e s sentially the same .

During

her behavior was

She answer ed questi o ns with

yes or no and the incontinence continued .
fourth day she used short sentences .

By the

':Jhil e looking

at a maga zine she was asked , "Which story are you
read ing?"

She answered , "This one here" , and pointed

at a pi ctur e .
The followi ng is t aken directly from the
nurse 's notes and shows gradual improvement .
Sept . 5 .

Patient still in bed and still inconti nen t .
~ues :

11

·.a11 y our husband come and see you

Toni _.:.h t? 11
ns:

11

I don I t know .

He may have to vrn!'k!I .

Pa tient is v ery pleasant .

s
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0ept .7 .

Out of bed.

Sep t . 8 .

7:30 AU .

Had to be dressed .

Siting in bed staring straieht

ahead , completely idle .
but well .

Eats mechani cally

Asked to dre ss , held dress in

hands for a long time , zipping and unzip ping z ipper .

"/hen reminded to dress said

in a flat voice , "Yes·, allright . 11
11:30

A.r .

Lunch .

At e very wel l .

Sat scraping

her dishes and e r ting sugar from the sugar
bowl until her tray was carried out .
2 PM .

Standing in bathroom , fills cup with
water then i mmediately emp ties it in lava tory .

\'J hen asked what she was do i ng the

patient replied , "Running water . 11

11

Hhy?"

"Because I want to?"
7:30 PM.

To toilet .

:Jashes hands and runs water

until urged from bathroo~ to room by nurse .
Sept . 10 .

Occupational therapy .

Smi led when others

looked at her but offe red no conversation .
Sep t . 13 .

Patient found a box of kleenex on bedside
table.

She started with a soiled kleenex

a nd wraped it carefully and neatly with a
seperate new kleenex .

Continued in this

way till s he had used ab o ut½ of the box .
- 12-

Patient is still occasionally incontinent .
8 ·, .

Shower bath taken .

Had to be told to do

everythin5 .
Sept . 18 . Pa tient went walking with attendent .
if she fe1 t cold?

11

Asked

Ye s , o nce in a v1hi le . 11

Cooperative and al~ost affectionate in
at titude .
Sept . 21 . Occupational therapy .

Playing Chinese checkers .

Needs much 8RR 4~~~ nce .
Visit:ng with husband .

11

Yes I had a nice

Visit . "
Sept . 27 . Put hair up in curlers by herself .

She

accasionally voluntar il y entei f d into
conversati ri ns .
Sept . 30 . Occupational therap y .

'.'f orking on spool

knitting , does work well with no assistance .
Enters in 0 roup conver~at:'... ) n .
pa tient's work to her .

Handed another

"There , you might

as well do - something too . "

11:30

~,
• J.,.;. .

Sunch .

Other patients were remarking

9-bout the size of t h e peas and suddenly
patient said ,

11

Alright , y ou can just stop .

I don 't 1{now what you are sayi. ng , but I
k n ow you ' re talking about me . "

Quieted

do•.v n after reassurance that they were not
-1 3 -

talking about her .
Oct . l ~

0 cc upa tional therapy .

11

Oh , this is fun .

.)on 1 t you know how to do it'Z"

Looking up

every so often at ~ rs . R . (another patient) •
11

1.:r s . R . would you please put your dress

do ·1 n?

I don I t want to see every thing yo uve

got l "
Suddenly very sarcastically asked Niss O.
(a patient ) to stop kicking her .

Mi ss

o.

apologized and patient t he n pleasantly
accepted apolo g y .
Oct . 3 .

O. T .

Answered anofher patient who asked

were she lived .

"I live in Council Bluff s

Iowa -- and if any of you think youre g oinr
to get Tom away from me yo u're mista~en .
You can't get him so y ou mi sht as well
shut up . 11
"Is that large l ady going to stay in my
room toni e;h t?

She 's moved everything in

there .

I just wondered why she is z oing
•
to stay in there . 11 The last sentence was

repeat , d several time s .
Oct . 4 .

"Say , 6an 1 t you give t ha t wonen in my room
somet h ing to keep her frofl snor i ng so loud?
I didn ' t mind it so much o nly I c an 't sleep .
O. K . I'll see if I c an rest anyway . "
"I ' de like to dress up , I'm go ing to
- 14-

have company today, my husband .

I'd better

p ut on some cosmetics too , hadn ' t Ii"
Oct . 9 .

Went out riding with hPr husband .
to the ward smiling pleasantly .
joyed it very much .

Re turned
nYes I en-

That's the first t ~me

I have been out in over 8 weeks .
Oct . 11 .

Out walking.with attendent .
of small children .
bastards .

11

Saw a gr o u p

Look at those little

Wouldn't you hate to take care

of all of them?

That 's one thing I c an ge t

a lorig wit h out , a house full of k ids ,
Dis mi sse d to husband .
At pr e se nt the pn tient manages her h ome .
She is pleasant , friendly and makes an effort t o take
her mind off her worries .

She has oc casi o nal periods

of being jittery and seems to get depre ssed with
physical illness .

She has g ained weight and can

relax compl etely .

The husband i s completely satis -

fied with th <" results .

Undoub t edly the operation

prevented permanent i nst itutio nal existance f o r the
patient .
Case 4 .

R . S . a 50 year old , white house -

wife was admitted to this hospital on Nov. 10 , 1942
with a history of period ic amnesia followed by obs-
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sive and compulsive behavior and finally by stupor
and psychomotor retardation over the past 3½ vears .
}tental symptoms began about 1 year after the loss of
an unexpected baby .

She had been hospitalized at a

Psychiatric Hospital and had two courses of insulin ,
a course of metrazol and 14 electric
sustained improvement .

Shoclrn without

On admission the patient was

mute and passively resistive .

Under sodium thio-

ethamyl she ventilated marked depressive affect with
limited insight .

She was placed on Curare - electro -

shock which produced a remission of her stupor and a
weight gain .

This improvement , however , was not

sustained in spite of continued shock treatment .
The patient relaxed in a preoccupied state , slept
fitfully , did not eat and began to lose weight .

She·

continued until she became stuporbus a gain and neither
sodium amytal or benzadrine sulfa te were effective .
After her 14th electro - shock treatment she had a
period of 8 hours of normal affect and interest but
suddenly relapsed into stupor .

Her behavior became

more bizarre a nd her productions were schizophrenic
like in character .

She ventilated an extramarital

affair which she felt was responsible for the late
and unexpected pregnancy • . She had severe feelings
- 16-

of guilt regarding this b e havior .

Continued electric

shock treatment did not keep her from slipping back
into stupor .

She expressed ideas t hat she was tl.ll:'n-

ing into an animal and would crawl about on the floor .
It was finally decided t ha t lobotomy was the only
solutio n to her mixed affective schizophrenic disease .
The bilateral prefrontal lobotomy wa s attempted on
January 26 , 1943 .

However , some difficul+-y was en-

countered on the left side and a complete incision
was not r;m de .

Following lobotomy , rigidity and com-

plete muteness disappeared .

She was incontinent

occ a sionally , facetious and relaxed .

She remained

quiet and uncommunicative but was persistently incontinent .

She developed a g ood appetite and was never

a feed ~ng problem following lobotomy .

In order to

break up her inert preoccupied status Curare electr o
shock was tried and there was a mark ed change in her
behavior after 3 treatment s .

She was spo n taneous ,

jok ed , laughed excessively and occasionally be came
somewhat excited in her talk and affect .
activity was normal .

Her motor

Her talkativeness increased

and she became ac tively sarcastic and antagonistic .
She be gan to ventilate guilt feelings and would berate
anyone ab out her .

She occa sionally had to be secluded .

Treatments with 3 additional electr o shock wa s done
and she became more cooperative and pleasant but
showed a grea t deal of inertia .

-1 ? -

She developed some

motor and speech retar dation and was negativist ic.
Therefore , the left side wa s re o perated o n n pr il 14 ,

1@43 .
F o llowing the s e cond oper a tion s h e developed
an asceptic mening itis with s tupor , i nc o n tinence and
lack of r e sponse .

She continued this way for approxi -

mately a month , then wa s started on ele c tro - shock
therapy and inside a ctivity .

She showed great ambi -

val ence havine episoid ea of laughing a11d crying .
'.fhen electro - shock therapy was sto pp ed s he slipped
i n to stupor again with only short periods of res ponsivenes s .

Anoth er ventil a tion under shor.t acti ng

barbitur a te was done and a ll the feeli nG s of g uilt
and self c ondemnat ion v1ere found to be present .
ffective tone was g ood .

After a month ' s rest s h e ·

wa s g ive 2 shock treatment s and became responsive .
She was t h en p l aced on tre ·, t r1e nt every 5 days but
her attitude remained ambiva lent with mo rni ng depres s i on and eveni ns elati o n a nd constant preoccup a t i on
with g uilt .

No further treatment wa s considered .

She vrn s transferred to a a nother hospital in a n
i mproved condition .

This must be co n sidered a failure

in pre - frontal lobotomy .
Final Dia gnosis:
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Ca tatonic schi z ophrenia .

Case 4 .

B. W., 23 year o ld white male coll age

student entered this hospital on December 10 , 1942
under heavy sedation having been transferred here
from a State Hospits.l .

He became impulsive and attempted

to harm his mother and so had been confined to the
state hospital .

He had been subjected t o several

episoids of schizo ,,hrenic char a cter and had been
at another hospital .

During most of his 18 months

at the state hospital h e had been kept under res traint because of his i mp ulsive combative character .
On examination here the patient was found
to be cooperative whe n things we re explained to him
carefully but combative when crosse "l or when people
tried to leave him .

He was co nfused b ut asked

rational questions .

He could not g ive an accurate

account of h is illness nor explain his hospitaliza tion .

.!e was impulsive but catat onically rigid .

t times he displayed waxy flexibility .

His affect

was blunte d and he was abnormally emotional on some
ideas .

His speech was broken , showed block , was

imp ulsive in it ' s aff ective tone which a t many times
wa s inappro pr i ate .

He showed periods of echolalia .

He whined or postured or lay curled up on h i s cot .
Under sodium thioetharnyl he showed fair orientation
- 19-

a nd memory of his student days but was deluded as
to his pare_nts and showed evidences of auditory
ha llucinations.

He wa s observed here for a month

and a diagnosis of catato�ic schizophrenia made.

On the 2�t� hospital day, the patient was

subjected to a bilateral frontal lobotomy which was
acco�plish ed _without serious complications.

Post

operatively the patient had a transient fall in res
piratory rate which responded to coramine.

The fol-

lowing day he alternated between wa kefulness anq stupor
and was able to respond to questions wit .out the
speech retardation that he had previously exhibited.
On the 5th postoperative day he developeq a non-specific
post-hemorrhagic meningitis.

';(1he patient was placed

on sulfanilamide and by 36 hoUl's there was noticeable
improvement in the temper!:). ture cur_ve and WBC.

The

pulse rate and respiratory rate and temperature gradually
fell during the next week.

He was at first stuporous

but progressively obtained more ability to speak intel
ligently.

He began to be repetitive in his conversa

tion and motor activity and had great difficulty with
incontinence.

In the third postoperative week he

improved steadily in his ability to carry on a conversation and carry on voluntary bowel movements.
-29-

He

began t o e9.t v e r l'.'\ ciously and continued to d o so until
dismissed .

Over the next two months tr1.e pa tient was

quite a nursins problem in a ttempts to ge t him t o
le ~rn to control h i s bl~dder and to help him become
mo re mat ure in his act io ns .

,it first he :ins repetitive

and dallied at every activity .

F inally he was b· okPn
0

of this but insisted on playing in the wash bowl or
in doing little things over and over acain .

He made

a tremendous weight ga in and developed a nutritional
edema of the feet .

,hen first all owed to visit with

pe o ple who were acquaintrd with him he was over p olite
but when they reminded him of his mother ' s death and
his illness he broke into an over - talkqtive , ov er stimulated flight of ideas with g rimacing , ina ppro priate accPDts of ~ords Rnd bizarre ideas like , "I
an Hitler . "

He v10uld breal,;: into uproarious laughter

and would impulsively try to do something .

It became

increasingly apparent that he could not be socially
rehabilitated at the present time because of his
per io ds of impulsi,;eness and nesativism .

He was trans -

ferred bac~ to the state h o spi tal for c onvalescence on
the 98th hospital

day as improved af ter having received

a lobotomy .
Final diagnosis:
- 21 -

Catatonic schizophrenia .

Case 6 .

C.W., a 22 year old white sing le

mn le entered the hosp it a l
tw o years of ment a l

on January 1 0 , 1943 after

ill ne ss .

The pat ient h ad vo lltn-

teered for the i~rmy and just previous to ind uction
be c ame excited , soci lly ov er ~c tive and co ntr a cted
0

8 0 norrhea .

This disease was d iscove r ed a fter induc-

tion e n d he wa s taken to the station hospital

and

tre ated with a sulfonamide v1hich c a used an urticarial
re ac tio n with r a sh and s wel li 118 o f
i n the h o spit a l

the face .

'Jh ile

it was noted t hat t h e pat ie n t ha d

de v el o ped the s ympt oms of ea r l y schi zo phr enia .
wa s he l d for observat ion and afte r
at his ho s p it alizat io n .

He

a whil e rebelled

Attempted to escape t wice .

The pa tient was then transferred to the H. state
hospital where a fter 10 i n sulin treatments and 6
mo nths of h os p it a lizati on he wa s p a rolled to h is
father .

Af-

home he had been n egat ivistic , stubborn

and un coo perat ive .

1e

seclusive and asoci a l .

h ad done no work , had been
He seemed to ha v e a de fect

of interest and gr adually became paranoi d tovrn rd h is
moth er a n d father believing th a t

t hey held h i m con-

fi ned and t ,1 at his food wa s d o ped .
This patient ,:ias diagnosed a s a pa r ano id
schizophrenia ond pl ~ ced on cur are - electro shock
- 22 -

treatments .

Faur curare-electro shocks failed to

differ his picture and he did not regain any affect .
After the '7th treatment the patient had lost weight ,
become more agitat e d and appre hensive and protested
verbally about h i s hospitalizat io n .

AftPr h is 9th

treatme nt the patient still s h ower! no change and
continued to vo ice parano id i deas but to the ot her
ps ti ents instead of to the doctors .

He was d ismissed

on the 39th hospital day after ·- having l' eceived 9 cur ar eelectro shocks a nd losing 2 lbs .

He was transferred

to the state hos pi ':;al with a final d iagno sis of lJ aranoid
schi z o p ~renia with a poor p rognosis .
The patient rema ined at the st ate hospital
until June 2 , 1943 .

During.that interval there wn s no

improvement in his paranoid delusions and i t was de cided to br : ng him to this hospital for lob o tomy .
The patient and his father went from Hastings to t he ir
home in Gr and Island and from t here to Omaha .

Duri ng

this period of travel the pat ient behaved so much
better and wa s s o cooper n tive t hat his fathe r changed
his mi nd about the operation and to o k h i m home .

At

fi rst the patient was fairly cooper ative and wa s
willi ng to do little thing s about the h ous e , but he
soon became more demanding and a rro gan t , refused to
- 23-

do any wor k at all and h is puranoid ideas became more
open .

He in°s lsted on his food beinG prepared in a

certain way and at certain times expected his room to
be immac ul ate and wa s quite ir r itate d whe n these _thing s
were not d one promptly .
The patient began to a ccuse hi~ father and
mother co~ sistently for his condition a nd made them ,

par ticul ar l y his fat her , the chief t a r g et for his
projecti on s .

He fe el s that everyone is tr y ing to

run his life and inf luence him ani that h is various
hospitalizations are simply a part of some wides pread
plan to al ter h is life .

His parents a re c h iefly ins -

trumental in this scheme .

He still speaks of being

double crossed in the army and thinks t hat it was
t he place of ori g in of the plot aga inst him .

He does

not have feeling s of being pe rsecute d b y any P.articular
p erso n or gr oup and h is delusions are rat he r of a
vague and a ll encompassine; n a ture .

He blames the

f amily f or not g etting h i m we ll , but at the same
time insists t hat he is not sick .

On some occasions

he ha s said , "I will g ive y ou a little of t h is pain .
L et me twist y our leg up . 11

He has avoi ded a ll friends
\

and a c qua intances except for o ne y oung ma n a few years
h is senior , who has so mehow retained the patient ' s
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confidence .

This boy states that the patient has sex

on h is mind constantly .
The patient was returned to t h is hospital
September 6, 1943 and a prefrontal bilateral lobotomy
was done Septemb r 8 .

Following surgery the patient

was passive and inP-rt .
dre ss , etc.
tha t

He had to be urged to eat ,

He was dismissed October 5 , 1943 .

time he wa s d o cile and cooper a tive.

At

He seldom

spoke unless spoken to and r are ly voluntarily entered
a conversation .

t present he is at home and his

parents re port that his ad ju s tment is comming nicely .
The sucess of this lobotomy cun not at this time be
accurately judged .

· - 25 -
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